Camera-traps are motion triggered cameras that are used to observe animals in nature. The number of 3 images collected from camera-traps has increased significantly with the widening use of camera-traps thanks to advances 4 in digital technology. A great workload is required for wild-life researchers to group and label these images. We propose 5 a system to decrease the amount of time spent by the researchers by eliminating useless images from raw camera-trap 6 data. These images are too bright, too dark, blurred or they contain no animals. To eliminate bright, dark and blurred 7 images we employ techniques based on image histograms and Fast Fourier Transform. To eliminate the images without 8 animals, we propose a system combining convolutional neural networks and background subtraction. We experimentally 9 show that the proposed approach keeps 99% of photos with animals while eliminating more than 50% of photos without 10 animals. We also present a software prototype that employs developed algorithms to eliminate useless images. 11
The goal in our study is to automatically eliminate useless images from raw datasets of camera-traps, Our novelty is to discover the best-performing combinations of the related methods and to integrate them 23 for the real world problem of eliminating useless images raw camera-trap datasets. Thus, we are the first to 24 present what could be expected from a complete system under realistic conditions. Moreover, we developed a 25 software prototype including these elimination modules. There are a few data management software proposed 26 to manage camera-trap folders and label images [10] [11] [12] . However, since no automatic elimination is performed, 27 these software do not reduce the number of images to be visually checked by researchers. coefficients are represented close to the center of the centered spectrum which is obtained by Fourier Transform. 35 Since the intensity differences between neighboring pixels of a blurred image is too low, a blurred image must 36 produce a spectrum with very low frequencies (accumulation in the center). Figure 3 shows two images that 37 are labeled as blurred and clear and their corresponding Fourier spectra. 38 Dosselman and Yang [16] place rings with varying radii on the Fourier spectrum's center and calculate 39 the responsiveness of areas between rings. The sum of pixels values between each ring is recorded and used to 40 1 example is 75. For each ring, values from the outermost ring up to that ring are summed up and divided by 2 the total sum of 75 rings (i.e. all spectrum). That is why we reach CDF value of 1.0 when the ring number 3 is 1. Also, a hypothetical line is shown in the figure, representing an image with equal frequency distribution. 4 Detection of blur using CDF is as follows. For every ring, the hypothetical line's value for that ring is subtracted 5 from the ring's CDF value. The results are summed up and divided to the summation of the hypothetical line's 6 values. The obtained value is assigned as φ . The images with lower φ than a threshold are labeled as blur. The algorithm described above [16] is very sensitive to blurriness and does not enable us to determine a 8 threshold that will also identify partially blurred images. These images are the ones that contain clear parts. 9 We do not want to eliminate these partially blurred images since animals can be identified in the clear regions. Examples of partially blurred images can be seen in Figure 4 . We propose an approach based on [16] and 1 compute blurriness in different parts of images. If only a few parts of the image are blurred, it is not eliminated.
2
We divide the images into a fixed number of sub-images and for each sub-image we perform blur detection. The 3 number of blurred sub-images is divided to the total number of sub-images to obtain the blur percentage of an 4 image. In our experiments, we divided images into 16 equal sub-images and set the blur percentage threshold as 5 0.75, meaning if an image has 12 or more sub-images that is identified as blur, that image is labeled as blurred.
6
For sub-images, the number of rings was decreased to 35 from 75 and the threshold for φ value was set to -0.03. With this increased speed, recently, YOLO and SSD reached the detection accuracy of Faster R-CNN while 12 processing real-time. 13 We chose Faster R-CNN for our object detection module. Main reasons of this choice are its proven 14 effectiveness on different datasets and the abundance of documentation and source codes. As mentioned above,
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15
Faster R-CNN consists of two separate networks, sharing the same backbone CNN which extracts features.
16
RPN uses sliding window approach on the last convolutional layer of the backbone CNN and at each position 17 it determines 9 anchor boxes (3 different scales and 3 different sizes). For each anchor box, an objectness 18 score is produced with a classifier head and 4 offset values are produced with a regressor head to make the 19 proposal boxes more precise (Figure 6b ). This usually totals up to 20000 anchor boxes with objectness scores 20 for each image. Then a threshold is applied to eliminate low-score ones, and non-maximum suppression is used for the situations where one can encounter animals which do not exist in the training set. 3 We also need to clarify why we employed an object detector instead of training an image classifier for 4 animal/non-animal image classification. The reason is that general purpose image classifiers such as ResNet
5
[23] does not perform well enough for our dataset obtained from Ministry of Forest and Water Affairs. As the 6 details will be given in Section 5. latter will be referred as mixed dataset. When a mixed dataset is used, an effective image classifier exploits 10 background scene information to discriminate between animal and non-animal images. However, when new 11 scenes come, its accuracy drops since it does not perform well for the scenes it did not see before. Background subtraction is a common approach to detect the moving objects in real-time videos. We decided to 17 evaluate this approach since the camera-trap image sequences show strong resemblance to videos. Camera-traps 18 collect images with varying time intervals on the same scene, resulting in a long image sequence with a single 19 background.
20
A comprehensive review of background subtraction algorithms exists in [25] . We preferred to use Gaussian
21
Mixture Model due to its compatibility with bi-modal backgrounds. In this method, each pixel is modeled by 22 a mixture of K Gaussian distributions (K is a small number from 3 to 5). Different Gaussians are assumed to 23 represent different colors. The probability that a pixel has a value of x can be written as
where N (x, θ j ) denotes the probability of x in the j th Gaussian component which has parameters θ j . Here, Figure 7 : A successful (a) and a failed (b) example of detecting animals with background subtraction. Images on the left are two consecutive images in raw camera-trap dataset. Since the difference between images is too much, the background subtraction result of second image implies the image has animal while there is not.
as a model of the background of the scene where B is estimated as
where T is the threshold for the minimum acceptable fraction of the background model. If a pixel is more than only the parameters but also the number of components of the mixture is constantly adapted for each pixel.
7
The images obtained from background subtraction goes through a series of morphological operations.
8
After this, connected component analysis is applied to images to obtain the areas of the foreground objects.
9
Objects whose area is higher than a threshold are defined as foreground objects. Figure 7a shows a successful 10 example of a component defined as object.
11
Failures usually occur when lighting substantially changes between two consecutive images (an example 12 is given in Figure 7b ). Since camera-trap image sequence is collected from the same camera-trap during varying 13 time intervals, there are cases where the time interval between two images is low but lighting substantially 14 changes or where the time interval between two images is high but the lighting and background on these images 15 looks identical (two images captured on same hours of different days). It is necessary to minimize the differences between frames to achieve good results. For this purpose, we propose an algorithm to group images with the same background. First, we create a similarity metric between two images, by comparing images pixel-by-pixel. If the 1 absolute difference of a pixel between two images is higher than an empirical threshold, we count that pixel as 2 'changed'. The percentage of the changed pixels constitute our similarity metric. A low percentage indicates 3 high similarity between two images. After we find the most similar image to the first image on the image 4 series, we put it right after the first image in series and then we start to search the most similar image to the 5 second image in series and so on. We also cluster sorted images from where the lighting changes drastically 6 (low similarity between consecutive images) on image series. We observe that images captured at night usually 7 grouped as one cluster while images captured during daytime usually clustered into several groups. An example 8 clustering result can be seen in Figure 8 . Later, we apply background subtraction to each cluster separately.
9
To put it differently, the background model that is learned is forgotten before processing a new cluster. The 10 flow of our background subtraction approach is given in Figure 9 .
11
The proposed sorting algorithm improves the results since it decreases the number of the failures, 12 especially the ones similar to Figure 7b . When the images are not sorted, a few consecutive images share 13 the same background (illumination) and every substantial change in lighting results in a failure. However, after 14 sorting, many more images benefit from the same background (such as images taken at night or images of the 15 same time of the day but taken at different days). Thus, failed cases occur less often. sub-images before processing eliminated two-thirds of incorrect blurred detections and it is important because 18 these images will not be visually checked by experts in this scenario.
Experiments and Results
19
In Section 3.2, we explained our method of eliminating too dark and too bright images. We prepared 20 1017 too dark, 7 too bright (they are rare) and 2250 useful images for the experiments. Set of useful images 21 contains many dark and bright images close to the borderline. The success of classification can be seen in Table  3 . Only 11 dark images are incorrectly classified, no errors made on bright and useful images. Thus, this module 23 is more effective than the blur elimination since it eliminates 99% of useless photos with no false-negatives. other test set (DS-2) has high number of animals (cf. Table 4 ). We observe that any camera-trap folder follows 8 one of these two patterns and we aimed to analyze results separately.
24
9
In addition to Ministry of FWA dataset, we use a camera-trap dataset (DS-3) provided by University 10 of Missouri [6] . We used DS-3 only for Section 5.2.1 since this dataset is not in raw folders and background 11 subtraction method cannot be applied. box has probability less than 0.5 (otherwise box would have been classified as background). Table 5 shows the 27 detailed result of the experiment when threshold is kept at 0.5. On the average of two datasets, average of 28 Figure 10 : Results on deep learning experiments with different score thresholds. We also tested our model trained with Ministry of FWA on Missouri University test set (DS-3). The 2 results are shown in Table 6 . Accuracy shows a decline, pointing out that the generalization capacity of a model shown in Figures 11a and 11b) , some animals were missed due to the similarity of their texture with the 7 background (Figure 11c ), whereas some large stones are mistaken as animals (Figure 11d ). These problems can 8 be fixed with background subtraction since it will detect animals that was not previously there and it will not 9 detect rocks that stay in every frame.
10
As explained in Section 4.2, we sort and cluster images with the same background, we apply background subtraction to each cluster of images on its own. The experiment results on DS-1 and DS-2 are given in Table   1 8. Our first observation is that, for DS-1, remained rate increased to 75% (cf. positives such as given in Figure 11d do not occur with background subtraction, other false-positives occur 5 due to sudden changes of scene illumination. In total, the number of false-positives increase in background 6 subtraction method, causing low eliminated rate. We also observed that remained images (true-positives) in images according to algorithm results and lets the user go through the images with selected tags. In addition, if any animal is found in images. Our approach reached an accuracy of 90.2%. We showed with experiments that 10 this is well above the performance of state-of-the-art image classifier CNNs (which were used in previous work 11 on camera-traps). Moreover our combined method achieved 99.1% remained image accuracy while obtaining 12 54.5% eliminated image accuracy. Overall accuracy seems to be low, but high remaining rate is preferred because 13 penalty of a false-negative result is much higher (since that image will not be shown to the expert anymore). Authors are grateful to Republic of Turkey, Ministry of Forest and Water Affairs for sharing camera-trap dataset.
for long-term and continuous analysis of fish assemblage in coral-reefs using underwater camera footage. Ecological
